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The following Protocol contains medical necessity criteria that apply for this service. It is 
applicable to Medicare Advantage products unless separate Medicare Advantage criteria are 
indicated. If the criteria are not met, reimbursement will be denied and the patient cannot be 
billed. Preauthorization is not required but is recommended if, despite this Protocol position, 
you feel this service is medically necessary. Please note that payment for covered services is 
subject to eligibility and the limitations noted in the patient’s contract at the time the services 
are rendered. 

 

Description 

Scintimammography refers to the use of radiotracers with nuclear medicine imaging as a diagnostic tool for 
abnormalities of the breast. Breast-specific gamma imaging (BSGI), or molecular breast imaging (MBI), refer to 
specific types of imaging machines that are used in conjunction with scintimammography to improve diagnostic 
performance. 

Background 

Scintimammography is a diagnostic modality using radiopharmaceuticals to detect tumors of the breast. After 
injection of a radiopharmaceutical, the breast is evaluated with planar imaging. Scintimammography is 
performed with the patient lying prone and the camera positioned laterally, which increases the distance 
between the breast and the camera. Scintimammography using conventional imaging modalities has relatively 
poor sensitivity in detecting smaller lesions (e.g., smaller than 15 mm), because of the relatively poor resolution 
of conventional gamma cameras in imaging the breast. Breast-specific gamma imaging (BSGI) and molecular 
breast imaging (MBI) were developed to address this issue. Breast-specific gamma cameras acquire images while 
the patient is seated in a position similar to that in mammography, and the breast is lightly compressed. The 
detector head(s) is immediately next to the breast, increasing resolution, and the images can be compared with 
the mammographic images. Breast-specific gamma imaging and molecular breast imaging differ primarily in the 
type and number of detectors used (multi-crystal arrays of cesium iodide or sodium iodide versus semiconductor 
materials, such as cadmium zinc telluride, respectively). In some configurations, a detector is placed on each side 
of the breast and used to lightly compress it. The maximum distance between the detector and the breast is 
therefore from the surface to the midpoint of the breast. Much of the research on BSGI and MBI has been 
conducted at the Mayo Clinic. The radiotracer usually utilized is technetium Tc99m sestamibi. MBI imaging takes 
approximately 40 minutes. (1) 

Breast-specific gamma imaging and molecular breast imaging have been suggested for a variety of applications. 
In practice guidelines for breast scintigraphy with breast-specific gamma cameras, the Society for Nuclear 
Medicine provides a list of common uses, as follows: 
1. Among patients with recently detected breast malignancy, initial staging; detecting multicentric, multifocal, 

or bilateral disease; and assessing response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 
2. Among patients at high risk for malignancy, evaluating suspected recurrence or using it when a 

mammogram is limited or a previous malignancy was occult on mammogram. 
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3. Among patients with indeterminate breast abnormalities and remaining diagnostic concerns, evaluating 

lesions identified by other breast imaging techniques, palpable or non-palpable, aiding in biopsy targeting, 
and a number of others. 

4. Among patients with technically difficult breast imaging, such as radiodense breast tissue or implants, free 
silicone, or paraffin injections. 

5. Among patients for whom breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is indicated but contraindicated, e.g., 
patients with implanted pacemakers or pumps, or as an alternative for patients who meet MRI screening 
criteria, such as BRCA1, BRCA2 mutations. 

6. Among patients undergoing preoperative chemotherapy, for monitoring tumor response in order to 
determine the impact of therapy of plan for residual disease. 

The guideline also mentions other efforts, such as the American College of Radiology’s Appropriateness Criteria 
and the American College of Surgeons’ Consensus Conference III. (2) Less emphasis is placed on detecting 
positive axillary lymph nodes with BSGI or MBI than with scintimammography because with current 
configurations, these lymph nodes are frequently out of view. Selected studies on these modalities are discussed 
below. 

The primary radiopharmaceutical used with BSGI or MBI is technetium Tc99m sestamibi (marketed by Draxis 
Specialty Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Cardinal Health 414, Dublin, Ohio; LLC, Mallinckrodt Inc., and Pharmalucence, 
Inc., Bedford, MA). The labeling states that technetium-99m sestamibi is “indicated for planar imaging as a 
second-line diagnostic drug after mammography to assist in the evaluation of breast lesions in patients with an 
abnormal mammogram or a palpable breast mass. Technetium Tc99m sestamibi is not indicated for breast 
cancer screening, to confirm the presence or absence of malignancy, and it is not an alternative to biopsy.” 

Several scintillation or gamma cameras have general 510(k) marketing clearance from the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), which states that they are cleared for “use in imaging the distribution of radionuclides in 
the human body using planar imaging techniques.” Two examples of gamma cameras used in BSGI or molecular 
breast imaging are Dilon 6800® (Dilon Technologies, Newport News, VA) and LumaGEM™ (Gamma Medica 
Instruments, Northridge, CA). 

The radiation dose associated with BSGI is substantial for diagnostic breast imaging modalities. According to the 
American College of Radiology (ACR) Appropriateness Criteria, the radiation dose from BSGI is 10 to 30 mSv, 
which is 15-30 times higher than the dose from a digital mammogram. (3) According to the ACR Appropriateness 
Criteria, at these levels BSGI is not indicated for breast cancer screening. 

According to another study, (4) the radiation dose to the breast from the 20 mCi (740 MBq) technetium Tc99m 
sestamibi used for BSGI at this center is 0.13 rad or 1.3 mGy, less than the 0.75 rad the authors report for 
mammography, except that the dose is given to the entire body. The authors assert that this dose poses an 
“extremely low risk of harmful effects to the patient” but that it should be reduced by a factor of five to 10 if 
BSGI were to be used as a regular screening technique. The authors also estimate that the cost of BSGI is three 
to four times that of mammography. 

Another article published online in August 2010 calculated mean glandular doses, and from those, lifetime 
attributable risk of cancer (LAR) for film mammography, digital mammography, BSGI, and positron emission 
mammography (PEM). (5) The author, who is a consultant to GE Healthcare and a member of the medical 
advisory boards of Koning (which are working on dedicated breast computed tomography [CT]) and Bracco (MR 
contrast agents), used BEIR VII Group risk estimates (6) to gauge the risks of radiation-induced cancer incidence 
and mortality from breast imaging studies. The estimated lifetime attributable risk of cancer for a patient with 
the average-sized compressed breast during mammography of 5.3 cm (it would be higher for larger breasts) for 
a single breast procedure at age 40 is: 
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• five per 100,000 for digital mammography (breast cancer only), 
• seven per 100,000 for screen film mammography (breast cancer only), 
• 55-82 per 100,000 for BSGI (depending on the dose of technetium Tc99m sestamibi), and 
• 75 for 100,000 for PEM. 
The corresponding lifetime attributable risk of cancer mortality at age 40 is: 
• 1.3 per 100,000 for digital mammography (breast cancer only), 
• 1.7 per 100,000 for screen film mammography (breast cancer only), 
• 26-39 per 100,000 for BSGI, and 
• 31 for 100,000 for PEM. 
A major difference in the impact of radiation between mammography, on the one hand, and BSGI or PEM, on 
the other, is that for mammography, the substantial radiation dose is limited to the breast. With BSGI and PEM, 
all organs are irradiated, which adds to the risks associated with BSGI and PEM. A lower dose version of 
molecular breast imaging (MBI) has been developed and is being tested at the Mayo Clinic among 1,000 women 
with dense breast tissue on mammography who are at increased risk of cancer. (1) According to the authors, all 
of whom are from the Mayo Clinic, this new approach will “make MBI comparable with screening 
mammography in terms of radiation exposure.” It is not clear whether this statement refers to breast exposure 
or whole body exposure. 

NOTES:  The term “molecular breast imaging” is used in different ways, sometimes for any type of breast 
imaging involving molecular imaging, including positron emission mammography (PEM), and sometimes limited 
to imaging with a type of breast-specific gamma camera, as is used in this report. 

 

Policy (Formerly Corporate Medical Guideline) 

Scintimammography, breast-specific gamma imaging and molecular breast imaging are considered 
investigational in all applications, including but not limited to their use as an adjunct to mammography or in 
staging the axillary lymph nodes. 

 

 

Services that are the subject of a clinical trial do not meet our Technology Assessment Protocol criteria and are 
considered investigational. For explanation of experimental and investigational, please refer to the Technology 
Assessment Protocol. 

It is expected that only appropriate and medically necessary services will be rendered. We reserve the right to 
conduct prepayment and postpayment reviews to assess the medical appropriateness of the above-referenced 
procedures. Some of this Protocol may not pertain to the patients you provide care to, as it may relate to 
products that are not available in your geographic area. 
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